
MISTAKES = Failing well
Have you ever 

made any of these 
mistakes?

Did you try again after 
you made these 

mistakes?



Have you ever made a mistake?
1. Think about a time you have made a mistake.

2. How did the mistake make you feel? 

3. Go onto Padlet to post about your mistake
https://padlet.com/aleonardi1/n8fkmzw1ctg40skv

https://padlet.com/aleonardi1/n8fkmzw1ctg40skv


The Girl Who Never Makes Mistakes

Click on the link to listen to the story.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQG4vFGd6eU


Questions on “The Girl Who Never Made Mistakes”
-What are some things that Beatrice does before she goes to school?

-What are some things that Beatrice’s brother Carl does?

-Do you think Beatrice is better than Carl?

-Why is Beatrice afraid to make mistakes? 

-What do you think Beatrice misses because of her fear of making mistakes? Do you think her brother Carl has 
more fun? 

-How do you feel about Beatrice? 

-When Beatrice has her juggling mishap, she doesn't know what to do. How does she take control of the situation? 

-Why do you think Beatrice's attitude changes the day after the talent show? 

-How do you think Beatrice feels when her name changes from ''The Girl Who Never Makes Mistakes'' to just 
''Beatrice?''

-Are Beatrice’s mistakes good or bad? 



FlipGrid
A FlipGrid is a tool that will allow us as a class to communicate via video messages. We 
create a grid of videos to help facilitate discussions with one another. Read the bullets 
below and create a FlipGrid on if you think the mistakes are good or bad.

https://flipgrid.com/mistakes00

● I tried my best but got the problem wrong.
● I played video games instead of practicing my math facts.
● The book was too hard to read so I put it back. 
● I spilled paint on my art project but attempted to clean it up.
● I forgot my line in the school play even though I practiced. 
● I rushed to get my homework done on the bus. 
● I studied everyday but got some problems wrong on my science test.

https://flipgrid.com/mistakes00


Cooperative Learning
Reply to at least ONE other students FlipGrid video.

In your response include either of the following:

That you agree with their choices and why.

That you respectfully disagree and why.



Find a parent and ask!
Ask a parent and discuss what a mistake is 
and if they have ever made a mistake before. 
Did you learn from this mistake? Is a mistake 
a good thing or a bad thing?


